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Abstract

Perceptual decisions not only depend on the incoming information from sensory systems but constitute a combination of
current sensory evidence and internally accumulated information from past encounters. Although recent evidence
emphasizes the fundamental role of prior knowledge for perceptual decision making, only few studies have quantified the
relevance of such priors on perceptual decisions and examined their interplay with other decision-relevant factors, such as
the stimulus properties. In the present study we asked whether hysteresis, describing the stability of a percept despite a
change in stimulus property and known to occur at perceptual thresholds, also acts as a form of an implicit prior in tactile
spatial decision making, supporting the stability of a decision across successively presented random stimuli (i.e., decision
hysteresis). We applied a variant of the classical 2-point discrimination task and found that hysteresis influenced perceptual
decision making: Participants were more likely to decide ‘same’ rather than ‘different’ on successively presented pin
distances. In a direct comparison between the influence of applied pin distances (explicit stimulus property) and hysteresis,
we found that on average, stimulus property explained significantly more variance of participants’ decisions than hysteresis.
However, when focusing on pin distances at threshold, we found a trend for hysteresis to explain more variance.
Furthermore, the less variance was explained by the pin distance on a given decision, the more variance was explained by
hysteresis, and vice versa. Our findings suggest that hysteresis acts as an implicit prior in tactile spatial decision making that
becomes increasingly important when explicit stimulus properties provide decreasing evidence.
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Introduction

Perceptual decision making is the act of evaluating available

sensory information in order to choose one option from a set of

alternatives [1]. The selected alternative depends on a variety of

factors such as the stimulus inherent properties, task instructions,

attention, or motivation [2]. In addition to these explicit factors,

implicitly accumulated and integrated information from past

encounters form an internal prior which is regarded as an essential

ingredient influencing the decision process [3]. In the present

study we investigated whether hysteresis, which describes the

stability of a percept across successive trials [4] and which is known

to influence threshold assessments [5], also acts as such an implicit

prior in spatial tactile decision making, leading to the stability of

decisions across successively presented stimuli with different

stimulus properties (i.e., decision hysteresis).

Most evidence on how the brain evaluates somatosensory

stimuli for perceptual decision making has originated from studies

using a delayed discrimination task. This task is now widely used

because of the unique possibility to accurately separate crucial

decision-related sub-processes over time [6–8]. More recent

human studies have applied this task to investigate the impact of

internal prior knowledge on decision behaviour [9,10]. As a type

of prior knowledge, the time-order effect [11–13] describes the

interaction of stimulus frequency and presentation order that

causes a systematic bias in response accuracy and reaction time,

although all other task properties are held constant. This suggests

that preceding stimuli form an average representation of the

stimulus set and implicitly bias the first stimulus of a pair during its

encoding and maintenance [9,10].

Although known for decades, to date, only few studies have

examined the relevance of such implicitly formed prior knowledge

for perceptual decision making through additionally addressing

possible interactions with explicit decision-relevant factors such as

stimulus properties. Karim and colleagues emphasized the

profound influence of the time-order effect on decision making

in their recent study involving participants in the delayed

discrimination task [9]. In comparison to three explicit factors,
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namely task difficulty, stimulus noise, and task instructions, the

authors showed that the implicit time-order effect exerts a strong

influence on participants’ decisions while being largely indepen-

dent from any of the three explicit factors of interest.

In the present study we focused on another well-known internal

prior based on the stimulus history, namely hysteresis. In the

context of perception, hysteresis describes the persistence of an

initial percept despite a change in stimulus properties which favors

an alternative interpretation [4]. When determining a perceptual

threshold, hysteresis explains the difference in stimulus value

depending on the direction of stimulus contrast: A degradation of

stimulus intensity from initially perceivable to non-perceivable

leads to a drop out of the percept at a lower stimulus intensity

compared to gradually increasing the intensity from low to high

[14]. Perceptual hysteresis thus reflects the non-linear interaction

of a percept with stimulus intensity. To account for this interaction

when determining a perceptual threshold, the staircase procedure

was introduced [5].

Until now, a large body of research has investigated perceptual

hysteresis in the visual system applying stimuli either dynamically

or statically. For example, Gepshtein, as well as Schwiedrzik and

colleagues presented static dot lattices that favor either a left or

right tilted orientation depending on the interdot distance. They

found that the percept of the first bistable dot lattice guided the

percept of the following multistable dot lattice [15,16].

In addition to provoking hysteresis by multistable stimuli, a

large number of studies chose a dynamic approach to elicit and

explore the influence of hysteresis. In these studies, stimuli were

presented in ascending and descending orders (i.e., staircase

procedure). Thus, an impact of hysteresis was demonstrated for

motion perception [17,18], object recognition [14,19], spatial

frequency integration [20], number discrimination [21], as well as

perception of emotional expressions [22] and categorisation of

ambiguous sentences [23]. Additionally, for the motor system, it

has been shown that hysteresis affects grasping behavior [24] and

motor planning [25]. Together these studies suggest that in

situations providing weak or ambiguous information, prior

knowledge complements the decision process. However, applying

either descending and ascending orders of stimulus intensities or

restricting the stimulus range to highly ambiguous ones may also

constrict a broader view of hysteresis like in everyday life situations

where such a biased stimulus occurrence is rather rare. This opens

the question whether hysteresis plays a role in situations when

stimuli occur unbiased.

In the present study we aimed to investigate the influence of

hysteresis on tactile spatial decision making when stimuli are

presented in a fully balanced and hence unbiased way with regard

to the trial-to-trial order of pin distances. This approach is

different to previous studies (see above) which investigated

different perceptions provoked by the same sensory stimulus, but

with different stimulus histories, whereas we were interested in

same decisions across successively presented different stimuli (i.e.,

decision hysteresis). Based on such a presentation schema, we

define decision hysteresis as the persistence of a decision across

successively presented stimuli with changing stimulus properties.

We asked (i) if hysteresis impacts tactile decision making, (ii) how

strongly hysteresis influences participants’ decisions, a) at different

pin distances and, b) compared to explicit stimulus property (in the

context of our study: the applied pin distance), and (iii) which

factors determine the magnitude of hysteresis? To this end, we

utilized a variant of the classical 2-point discrimination task, which

is the standard instrument for assessing tactile spatial accuracy. We

assessed decision-to-decision re-occurrence of same perceptual

decisions for successive trials by means of conditional probabilities.

We compared the probability to detect a distance between two

pins on the current trial given that the same or a different decision

(i.e., no distance between pins detected) occurred on the previous

trial. To investigate the magnitude of the influence of hysteresis on

perceptual decisions, we determined the amount of variance

explained, which we next compared with the variance explained

by pin distances as an explicit decision criterion.

Materials and Methods

Participants
Twenty-six healthy participants (mean age 26 years, SD 62.6

years, 15 females) took part in this study. All participants were

right handed and reported no history of neurological or psychiatric

disorder. The study was approved by the Ethical Committee of the

University of Leipzig and conducted according to the Human

Subjects Guidelines of the Declaration of Helsinki. All participants

gave written informed consent and were reimbursed for partici-

pation.

2-point Discrimination Task
We used a variant of the classical 2-point discrimination task.

The tactile spatial discrimination threshold was assessed on the

right index fingertip using two plastic pins with cone-shaped heads

driven by a piezo-electric stimulation device (Piezo-Electric

Stimulation Device, QuaeroSys, Schotten, Germany). The com-

puter controlled piezo-electric device was operated by the

Presentation software package (version 14.9, 03.08.11, Neurobe-

havioral Systems, Inc., Albany, California, United States). In a

two-alternative forced-choice design, we applied seven pin

distances (0.7, 1.0, 1.3, 1.6, 1.9, 2.2, and 2.5 mm) with a

stimulation duration of 1 s. Participants had to decide if they felt

a distance between the pins or not. With the unstimulated left

hand they indicated their decision with a button press. Participants

were instructed to concentrate on their stimulated right index

finger and to respond quickly, but as accurately as possible. We

pseudo-randomized the pin distance order in a fully balanced

fashion to exclude biases in the ordering (i.e., every pin distance

appeared in succession with every other pin distance including

itself). Participants performed five sessions. Each session consisted

of 98 trials (14 repetitions per pin distance). To avoid movements

during the task, the participant’s right index finger was fixed with

tape on the stimulation device. Participants were comfortably

seated in front of a screen signalling the start and end point of the

experiment. During the experiment participants wore earplugs

and headphones to prevent them from hearing sounds produced

by the stimulator that may have affected their attention. After the

experiment, participants completed a questionnaire asking them if

they had used a specific strategy when deciding on the presented

pin distances.

Tactile Spatial Discrimination Threshold
We calculated psychometric functions using the psignifit toolbox

version 2.5.6 for Matlab (see http://bootstrap-software.org/

psignifit/) offering the maximum-likelihood method by Wichmann

and Hill [26]. The percentages of ‘distance felt’ answers across

increasing pin distances were fitted using a binary logistic

regression (see e.g., [27–29]). The spatial discrimination threshold

was defined as the pin distance closest to the 50% crossing of the

fitted sigmoid curve. First, we estimated the discrimination

threshold for each participant and each of the five sessions to

assess stability of discrimination thresholds. Then, we estimated

the discrimination threshold of the fitted binary logistic regression

for pooled sessions which we used for further analyses (see Figure 1
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for individual psychometric functions). Subsequent analyses were

carried out for pin distances grouped according to the individual

discrimination threshold (pin distance group ‘threshold’), the next

two larger (‘threshold+1’, ‘threshold+2’) and the next two smaller

pin distances (‘threshold21’, ‘threshold22’). We only included

participants whose discrimination performance covered the full

range of the applied pin distances (i.e., not more than 30% of

‘distance felt’ answers for the smallest distance 0.7 mm and more

than 70% ‘distance felt’ answers for the largest pin distance

2.5 mm, respectively). Accordingly, data from seven participants

were excluded and group analyses were based on the remaining 19

participants (see Figure 1 for psychometric functions of subjects

which were excluded and included). As the maximum trial length

was set to 2400 ms, trials with reaction times slower than 2400 ms

were discarded from group analyses (out of 2170 trials from 19

participants, 109 trials in 9 participants were discarded).

Conditional Probabilities
To test if prior information (i.e., the preceding decision)

influenced the decision on the current trial, we computed

conditional probabilities as follows:

P(AjB)~P(A\B)=P(B)

where ‘A’ represents the decision on the current trial and ‘B’ the

decision on the preceding one. This allowed us to assess how often

‘distance felt’ decisions on the current trial (‘A’) occurred following

either a ‘no distance felt’ (different subsequent decisions) or a

‘distance felt’ (same subsequent decisions) decision on the

preceding trial (‘B’).

To assess the main effect of decision re-occurrence, we

compared same versus different decisions across the five different

pin distances presented at the current trial (‘A’). To account for

differences in trial numbers, we applied a weighted averaging

approach to each pin distance for each participant. First, we

computed conditional probabilities for each possible combination

of current and preceding pin distances separately (i.e., for the

current distance ‘threshold22’ following the preceding distance

‘threshold22’, for the current distance ‘threshold22’ following the

preceding distance ‘threshold21’, for the current distance

‘threshold22’ following the preceding distance ‘threshold’, etc.).

Next, we determined a weighting factor by dividing the number of

trials for each combination of preceding and current pin distances

by the number of trials for the current distance. Conditional

probabilities were then multiplied by this weighting factor and

pooled across the different preceding distances. Finally, we applied

the weighted averaging approach to pool across the five current

distances. The weighted probabilities for the two possible decision

sequences (i.e., same decision versus different decision) were

statistically compared using the Wilcoxon signed rank test.

For post-hoc analyses, we compared same versus different

subsequent decisions for each of the five current pin distances

separately. As for the main effect, probabilities of the two decision

sequences (i.e., same decisions versus different decisions) were

weighted according to each participant’s number of trials and

pooled across different preceding distances. Weighted conditional

probabilities for each of the five current distances were statistically

compared using the Wilcoxon signed rank test. We corrected p-

values for the number of tests using the Bonferroni-Holm

procedure.

We also looked at the decision history to further assess the

number of decisions that correlated with the decision on the

current distance. To this end, we calculated conditional probabil-

ities for the decision ‘distance felt’ on the current distance in

combination with either the same (i.e., ‘distance felt’) or a different

decision (i.e., ‘no distance felt’) for each of the previously presented

pin distances for up to 20 distances back in stimulus history. The

difference between the conditional probabilities of same and

different decisions (i.e., delta = same - different) can be interpreted

as a correlation between two decisions, with no correlation for

delta = 0. Assuming a smooth decline in correlation between

decisions over the past, we investigated the mean difference in

conditional probabilities of same and different decisions (i.e., delta)

using a nonparametric regression. In particular, we used a

Gaussian process model to predict delta from the time lag between

decisions [30]. We chose the standard squared exponential

covariance function in combination with a Gaussian likelihood

and fitted hyperparameters to the data across participants by

maximizing the Gaussian process marginal likelihood using the

Matlab GPML toolbox (http://mloss.org/software/view/263/).

The fitted hyperparameter values were sn = 0.08, ell = 6.08, and

sf2 = 0.04. They can be interpreted as follows: sn is the estimated

standard deviation of delta across participants, ell is the character-

istic length scale of the Gaussian process and describes the

smoothness of the fitted regression curve in terms of time lags. sf2

is the variance of delta when the variability of participants has been

accounted for.

To test if the preceding pin distance alone influenced the

decision on the current pin distance we computed conditional

probabilities where ‘A’ represents the decision on the current pin

distance and ‘B’ the preceding pin distance. This enabled us to

assess how often ‘distance felt’ decisions to currently presented pin

distances (‘A’) occurred in combination with each of the preceding

pin distances (‘B’). Then we computed five one-way ANOVAs,

one for each of the five current pin distances.

Explained Variances and Permutation Test
We quantified the influence of the current pin distances (i.e.,

explicit decision factor) as well as the influence of hysteresis (i.e.,

implicit decision factor) on decisions by means of explained

variances. To this end, for each participant we analysed how well a

decision could be predicted either from the current pin distance or

the previous decision, respectively. We report the fraction of

variance explained as computed from corresponding sums of

squared errors of the form

SScond~
X

i

xi{x̂xcondð Þ2

where xi is the decision on trial i and x̂xcond is the mean of

decisions, that is the predictor. With this model we (i) estimated the

total sum of squares (SStot), where x̂xtot is the mean of decisions

across all trials, (ii) the residual sum of squares for decisions based

on the current pin distance (SSdist), where x̂xdist is the mean of

decisions across trials for the pin distance presented at trial i and

(iii) the residual sum of squares for decisions based on the current

pin distance and previous decision (SSprev), where x̂xprev is the mean

of decisions across trials for the pin distance presented at trial i and

the decision at trial i21. Based on these computations, the fraction

of variance explained by hysteresis is

VEhys~
SSdist{SSprev

SStot

and the fraction of variance explained only by presented pin

distances is

Hysteresis in Perceptual Decision-Making
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Figure 1. Individual psychometric functions of the 2-point discrimination task. The figure shows individual psychometric functions for
each of the 26 participants. The percentages of ‘distance felt’ answers across pin distances (depicted as dots) were fitted with a binary logistic
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VEdist~1{
SSdist

SStot

This allowed us to compute both factors’ explained variances

(i.e., hysteresis and pin distance) across all five current and

preceding pin distances, and for each of the five current and

preceding pin distances separately (i.e., for ‘threshold22’, ‘thresh-

old21’, ‘threshold’, ‘threshold+1’, ‘threshold+2’). To test statistical

significance of explained variances either of pin distances or

hysteresis against random distribution, we permuted individual

data 10,000 times and calculated explained variances for each

permutation. To test the significance of explained variances across

participants on the group level, permutations were pooled across

participants and compared to the observed variances with the

Wilcoxon rank sum test.

First, we compared the amount of variance explained by

hysteresis and the variance explained by pin distances between the

current pin distance ‘threshold’ and the other four current pin

distances (i.e., for ‘threshold’ versus ‘threshold22’, ‘threshold’

versus ‘threshold21’, etc.) by means of the Wilcoxon signed rank

test. To account for the number of tests we corrected p-values with

the Bonferroni-Holm procedure.

To directly compare the explained variance of pin distances and

hysteresis, we again used the Wilcoxon signed rank test. First, we

compared explained variances across all five current and

preceding pin distances. Then, in post-hoc tests, we compared

explained variances for each of the five current and preceding pin

distances. For latter comparisons, we report Bonferroni-Holm

corrected p-values to account for the number of tests.

Correlation Analysis
To test whether the variance explained by decision hysteresis

related directly to the variance explained by pin distance we used

the Spearman rank correlation analysis.

Data was analysed with Matlab (version 2007b, Mathworks) and

PASW 18.0 Statistical Package (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, Illinois).

Results

To examine stability of discrimination thresholds we used a

repeated measures ANOVA that revealed no significant changes

across all five sessions: F(1, 4) = 1.727, p = 0.153.

Conditional Probabilities
We compared conditional probabilities for same and different

subsequent decisions across all current pin distances. The

Wilcoxon signed rank test revealed a significant difference with

higher probabilities for same than for different decisions: Z =

22.05, p,0.05, see left panel of Figure 2 and Table 1. Post-hoc

pairwise comparisons for each of the five current pin distances

yielded a significant difference for ‘threshold’ trials indicating a

higher probability for same than for different decisions: Wilcoxon

signed rank test, Z = 22.62, p,0.05. For the other four current

pin distances ‘threshold22’, ‘threshold21’, ‘threshold+1’, and

‘threshold+2’ we only found a pattern towards the same direction

(i.e., higher probability for same decisions), see right panel of

Figure 2 and Table 1.

Moreover, we examined for how many decisions back in the

decision history a correlation between current and previous

decisions is traceable. A corresponding nonparametric regression

analysis revealed a small positive correlation between the current

and preceding decision as far back as to the 17th preceding

decision once intersubject variability was accounted for (see

Figure 3).

We further tested whether the preceding pin distance influenced

the decision on the current pin distance. For each of the five

current pin distances we computed a one-way ANOVA which

yielded no significant effect: ‘threshold22’: F(1, 4) = 0.728,

p = 0.576; ‘threshold21’: F(1, 4) = 1.293, p = 0.287; ‘threshold’:

F(1, 4) = 0.707, p = 0.526; ‘threshold+1’: F (1, 4) = 1.005, p = 0.411;

‘threshold+2’: F(1, 4) = 2.567, p = 0.106).

Explained Variances
To quantify the contribution of either pin distance or hysteresis

to participants’ decisions we determined the amount of variance

explained by each of these two factors. We compared explained

variance of pin distances and of decision hysteresis to the

respective permutation distributions (see Materials and Methods

‘explained variances and permutation test’) and found that observed

explained variances significantly differed (see Table 2 for an

overview).

Then, we compared explained variance of pin distances and

explained variance of decision hysteresis between the current pin

regression and the spatial discrimination threshold was defined as the pin distance closest to the 50% crossing of the fitted sigmoid curve. Error bars
are confidence limits derived from bootstrapping 1999 curve fitting simulations. Subjects 3, 4, 11, 13, 14, 15, and 21 were excluded from further
analyses (see Materials and Methods).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0089802.g001

Figure 2. Conditional probabilities for same and different
subsequent perceptual decisions. Bar graphs show conditional
probabilities for the decision ‘distance felt’ in combination with either
the same (dark gray bars) or a different (light gray bars) decision on the
preceding trial. The left panel shows probabilities across all five current
and preceding pin distances; the right panel shows probabilities for
each of the currently presented pin distances in combination with all
other pin distances. Whiskers represent the standard error of the mean.
Significant differences between same and different decisions are
denoted with a star for p,0.05. See also Table 1.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0089802.g002
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distance ‘threshold’ and each of the other four pin distances. For

pairwise comparisons we used the Wilcoxon signed rank test. The

test yielded significant differences for explained variance of pin

distances between ‘threshold’ and ‘threshold22’ (Z = 23.52, p,

0.01), ‘threshold21’ (Z = 23.34, p,0.01), ‘threshold+1’ (Z =

23.15, p,0.01) and ‘threshold+2’ (Z = 23.72, p,0.001), but no

significant differences for the variance explained by decision

hysteresis at threshold and the other current distances (see Table 3

for an overview).

Next, we directly compared the amount of variance explained

by pin distances and decision hysteresis. Across all current pin

distances the Wilcoxon signed rank test indicated that pin

distances explained significantly more variance than hysteresis:

Z = 23.78, p,0.001, see left panel of Figure 4. Post-hoc pairwise

comparisons for each of the five current pin distances using

Wilcoxon signed rank test yielded a significant difference for all

current pin distances except for ‘threshold’ distances: ‘threshold2

2’ (Z = 23.52, p,0.01), ‘threshold21’ (Z = 23.22, p,0.01),

‘threshold+1’ (Z = 22.33, p,0.05), and ‘threshold+2’ (Z = 23.72,

p,0.001) suggesting that the pin distance itself influenced

participants’ decisions to a larger extend than hysteresis. At

threshold, the Wilcoxon signed rank test yielded a trend for the

inverse effect, which indicates that the variance of hysteresis had a

more profound influence than the pin distances: Z = 21.85,

p = 0.064, see Figure 5. Please note the large inter-individual

differences in the magnitude of explained variance for both

hysteresis and pin distances across participants (see right panel of

Figure 4 and Table 2 for an overview).

Correlation Analysis
We found a significant negative correlation between the amount

of variance explained by pin distances and decision hysteresis:

Spearman R = 20.56, p,0.05, see Figure 6. In other words, the

less variance was explained by pin distances, the more variance

was explained by hysteresis.

Questionnaire
We asked participants if they had used a specific strategy when

deciding on the presented pin distances. Seventeen participants

responded that they did not use a strategy, one participant focused

his attention on the stimulated finger, and one participant tried to

visualize the pins. No participant claimed to have memorized the

preceding decision.

Discussion

In the present study we investigated whether hysteresis,

describing the stability of a percept in spite of a change of

physical stimulus properties [4], also leads to the stability of tactile

spatial decisions across successively presented stimuli with

changing stimulus properties.

In the context of perception, hysteresis has been known to occur

close to or at sensory threshold [4,14]. Gradually increasing

stimulus intensity from non-discriminable to discriminable leads to

a pop-out at stronger stimulus intensities (i.e., higher threshold) as

compared to decreasing stimulus intensity from discriminable to

non-discriminable (i.e., lower threshold). To account for such

effects when determining a sensory threshold, in 1947 Georg von

Békésy introduced a systematic stimulus presentation, known as

the staircase method [5]. There are many forms of staircase

procedures [31]. For example, one common approach is to begin

the test with a high stimulus intensity which is easy to detect. The

intensity is then gradually decreased until the test person indicates

Table 1. Wilcoxon signed rank tests for conditional probabilities of same versus different subsequent decisions.

Current Pin Distance
Decision ‘same’
Mean ± SEM

Decision ‘different’
Mean± SEM WSR z-value WSR p-value

Pooled current pin distances 0.7760.02 0.7060.02 Z = 22.05 p,0.05

‘threshold22’ 0.2760.05 0.1760.04 Z = 21.73 p = 0.091

‘threshold21’ 0.3860.05 0.2860.04 Z = 21.77 p = 0.153

‘threshold’ 0.6160.03 0.5060.03 Z = 22.62 p,0.05

‘threshold+1’ 0.7760.05 0.6660.05 Z = 21.89 p = 0.233

‘threshold+2’ 0.8860.05 0.8560.05 Z = 21.78 p = 0.227

WSR: Wilcoxon signed rank test.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0089802.t001

Figure 3. Nonparametric regression analysis for same and
different decisions for 20 time lags. Each point shows delta, that is,
the conditional probability for the decision ‘same’ minus the conditional
probability for the decision ‘different’ for each participant. Probabilities
for ‘same’ and ‘different’ decisions were computed for the decision on
the current distance in combination with a previous decision up to a lag
of 20. The solid line shows the regression line and represents the mean
values of delta for the different lags as inferred from the data of the
participants. The light gray shading indicates the region of two
standard deviations around the regression line and includes the
estimated variability across subjects. The dark gray shading indicates
the variability within two standard deviations of the posterior delta
values that is left when the variability across subjects is accounted for.
See Materials and Methods for details.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0089802.g003
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the drop-out. At this point the staircase ‘reverses’ and intensity is

increased until the test person indicates the pop-out, triggering the

next reversal. The intensities for the last of these ‘reversals’ are

then averaged to determine the detection threshold.

In the present study we used the 2-point discrimination task, but

with a fully balanced and hence unbiased order of stimulus

presentations and assessed the stability of perceptual decision

making across successive trials by means of conditional probabil-

ities(i.e. decision hysteresis). To this end, we compared the

probability of detecting a distance between the two pins on the

current trial, given that the same or a different decision (i.e., no

distance felt between pins) occurred on the trial before. We found

that hysteresis influenced decisions, and participants were more

likely to decide ‘same’ rather than ‘different’ on successively

presented pin distances (see Figure 2). Across pin distances, the

variance explained by decision hysteresis was distributed inversely

u-shaped, with lowest influences on largest and shortest pin

distances, and most profound influences on decisions at threshold

or, in other words, at chance level (see light gray bars in Figure 4).

Thus, participants were more likely to maintain a previous

decision if stimuli offered decreasing sensory evidence. Looking at

the decision history we also assessed up to which decision in the

decision history a correlation between current and previous

decision existed. We performed a regression analysis to address

this question and found positive correlations between the decision

on the current distance and decisions further back in history up to

the 17th decision back (see Figure 3).

We also compared the variance explained by decision hysteresis

with that given by the explicit stimulus property ‘pin distance’. As

mentioned above, we found an inverted u-shaped distribution of

the variance explained by hysteresis across applied pin distances

with the strongest influence on decisions around threshold (from

below to above threshold, see light gray bars in Figure 4). For the

explicit stimulus property ‘pin distance’ we found the inverted

distribution (i.e., u-shaped) with greatest influence on largest and

shortest pin distances, and lowest influence at threshold (see dark

gray bars in Figure 4). When directly comparing the influence of

both factors, we found that across all distances stimulus property

explained significantly more variance of participants’ decisions

than hysteresis (Figure 4). At threshold, the explained variance of

pin distances was significantly lower as compared to the other four

distances (i.e., ‘threshold22’, ‘threshold21’, ‘threshold+1’ ‘thresh-

old+2’). Contrarily, the amount of variance explained by hysteresis

at threshold did not significantly differ compared to each of the

other current distances (see Table 3), but when pin distances were

at threshold, we found a trend for hysteresis to explain more

variance than the pin distances (Figure 5). This agrees with recent

studies showing that the effect of hysteresis is especially

pronounced when sensory information is weak [20] or ambiguous

[22].

Table 2. Descriptive statistics and statistics for Wilcoxon signed rank tests for explained variance of pin distances and decision
hysteresis.

Explained variance of pin distances Explained variance of decision hysteresis

Current Pin
Distance

Mean ±
SEM (%) Range (%)

WRS
z-value

WRS
p-value

Mean ±
SEM (%) Range (%)

WRS
z-value

WRS
p-value

WSR
z-value

WSR
p-value

Pooled current
pin distances

34,063.7 7.1–64.9 Z = 27.51 p,0.0001 4.960.9 0.9–15.0 Z = 24.21 p,0.0001 Z = 23.78 p,0.001

‘threshold22’ 52.165.3 22.6–100.0 Z = 26.90 p,0.0001 3.260.9 0.0–15.1 Z = 22.81 p,0.01 Z = 23.52 p,0.01

‘threshold21’ 35.065.3 4.3–82.6 Z = 27.09 p,0.0001 5.861.6 0.001–24.3 Z = 22.84 p,0.01 Z = 23.22 p,0.01

‘threshold’ 5.363.1 0.002–60.5 Z = 20.47 p = 0.642 5.661.3 0.0–20.5 Z = 22.33 p,0.05 Z = 21.85 p = 0.064

‘threshold+1’ 21.064.4 1.5–68.0 Z = 25.78 p,0.0001 6.961.8 0.04–20.8 Z = 22.95 p,0.01 Z = 22.33 p,0.05

‘threshold+2’ 62.565.1 13.8–100.0 Z = 27.32 p,0.0001 2.360.7 0.0–9.8 Z = 21.58 p = 0.115 Z = 23.72 p,0.001

WRS: Wilcoxon rank sum test; WSR: Wilcoxon signed rank test.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0089802.t002

Table 3. Statistics for Wilcoxon signed rank tests for the comparison of explained variance of pin distances and decision hysteresis
at ‘threshold’ versus the other four current pin distances.

Explained
Variance

Current Pin
Distance Mean ± SEM (%)

Current Pin
Distance Mean ± SEM (%) WSR z-value WSR p-value

Pin Distance threshold 5.363.1 threshold22 52.165.3 Z = 23.52 p,0.01

threshold 5.363.1 threshold21 35.065.3 Z = 23.34 p,0.01

threshold 5.363.1 threshold+1 21.064.4 Z = 23.15 p,0.01

threshold 5.363.1 threshold+2 62.565.1 Z = 23.72 p,0.001

Decision Hysteresis threshold 5.661.3 threshold22 3.260.9 Z = 21.81 p = 0.070

threshold 5.661.3 threshold21 5.861.6 Z = 20.24 p = 0.809

threshold 5.661.3 threshold+1 6.961.8 Z = 20.89 p = 0.372

threshold 5.661.3 threshold+2 2.360.7 Z = 22.46 p = 0.056

WSR: Wilcoxon signed rank test.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0089802.t003
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Our findings suggest that hysteresis, as a potentially implicit

decision factor, becomes increasingly important when explicit

stimulus property ‘pin distance’ provides decreasing evidence. We

tested this hypothesis and found a significant negative correlation

between the variance explained by pin distances and hysteresis (see

Figure 6). The less variance was explained by pin distances, the

more variance was explained by hysteresis. This relationship

suggests that hysteresis is not simply a threshold phenomenon, but

acts as a general prior in perceptual decision making which

complements the decision on a stimulus (not only the stimulus per

se, see results). After participants finished the 2-point discrimina-

tion task we asked them if they had used a specific strategy when

deciding on the pin distances. No participant claimed to have

memorized the preceding decision, suggesting that the preceding

decision was implicitly and not explicitly memorized. This sort of

perceptual prior is fundamentally different to other decision-

related priors, such as those known to be involved in reward-

guided decision making, which are explicitly and hence conscious-

ly shaped. It is assumed that reward history forms representations

of expectations about decision outcomes and the revision of future

expectations in the light of the prediction error (i.e., discrepancy

between actual outcome and prior expectation) [32,33].

Implicitly formed prior information, as described by hysteresis,

seems to contribute to perceptual decision making, most likely for

complementing the decision process if the stimulus offers

insufficient sensory evidence. This fits the free-energy principle

postulated by Karl Friston [34]. The ensuing scheme rests on

Empirical Bayes and hierarchical models of how sensory input is

caused. The use of hierarchical models enables the brain to

construct prior expectations in a dynamic and context-sensitive

fashion [35]. In the context of hysteresis, our present findings

suggest that for each presented pin distance the brain sustains the

decision on that pin distance (rather than just the pin distance

itself, see Results for further details) in order to complement the

following decision process when sensory information is sparse.

Importantly, for threshold stimuli the empirical evidence for either

of the decisions is not sufficiently strong to clearly select one of the

two options. According to the free-energy principle, staying with

the same decision would maintain the status quo associated with

minimising surprise. Thus, staying with the same decision should

be most evident for threshold stimuli, which we revealed in the

present study. This process is obviously more efficient than

evaluating each pin distance independently from any prior

information, especially when sensory information is weak [20] or

ambiguous [22]. It is rather surprising that hysteresis in the present

study only accounted for up to 5.8 to 6.9% of the decision variance

(see Table 2; ‘threshold21’, ‘threshold’, ‘threshold+1’). Previous

Figure 4. Explained variance of pin distances and decision
hysteresis. Bar graphs show the amount of explained variance of
participants’ decisions for stimulus property (i.e., presented pin
distance; dark gray bars) and decision hysteresis (light gray bars). The
left panel shows explained variances across all five current and
preceding pin distances; the right panel shows explained variances
for each of the currently presented pin distances in combination with all
other pin distances. Whiskers represent the standard error of the mean.
Significant differences between variances explained by pin distances
and hysteresis are denoted with one star for p,0.05, with two stars for
p,0.01 and with three stars for p,0.001. See also Table 2.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0089802.g004

Figure 5. Explained variance of pin distances and decision
hysteresis at threshold. The scatterplot shows explained variance of
pin distances (dark gray circles) and decision hysteresis (light gray
circles). At threshold we revealed a trend showing that hysteresis
explains more variance than the stimulus (i.e., the applied pin distance).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0089802.g005

Figure 6. Spearman correlation analysis between explained
variance of pin distances and decision hysteresis. The scatterplot
shows the negative correlation between explained variance of pin
distances and decision hysteresis. This suggests that the less variance
was explained by the stimulus (i.e., the applied pin distance), the more
influential hysteresis became for decisions.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0089802.g006
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studies, which quantified the influence of the time-order effect on

perceptual decision making in a delayed discrimination task (see

Introduction), assigned 57% of the variance to this sort of prior

information [9]. This difference in explained variance of both

priors suggests, that either delayed discrimination tasks involve

more ambiguous stimulus information due to the required

memorizing of stimuli, or that the unbiased and balanced stimulus

presentation (as compared to strictly ascending and descending

stimulus sequences) may have attenuated the influence of

hysteresis on perceptual decision making. Such a presentation

schema obviously involves more pronounced trial-to-trial differ-

ences in stimulus properties as compared to strictly ascending or

descending orderings. In these latter presentation orders the

direction of stimulus contrast is constant for consecutive stimuli,

which results in high resemblance and high predictability of

stimuli, thus supporting carryover effects such as decision

hysteresis. The unsystematic presentation order may thus have

amplified the influence of stimulus properties to the disadvantage

of the hysteresis effect. This assumption is also supported by the

study by Hock and colleagues [17]. They presented ambiguous

visual stimuli in a random order as well as in ascending and

descending orders. Bistability was observed for fewer stimuli when

they were randomly presented. With a sequential presentation of

stimuli, bistability was indicated over almost the entire range of

stimuli [17].

The explicit factor of interest (i.e., pin distance) explained from

52.1 to 62.5% (see Table 2; ‘threshold22’, ‘threshold+2’) of the

decision variance. Adding the variance explained by hysteresis

suggests that other factors such as attention, task instructions, and

motivation may additionally contribute to the perceptual decision

process [2], which have to be considered in future studies.

Conclusions

In the present study we first examined the influence of hysteresis

on the stability of perceptual decisions across tactile spatial stimuli,

presented in a fully balanced and hence unbiased way with regard

to the trial-to-trial order of pin distances. We showed that

participants were more likely to decide ‘same’ rather than

‘different’ on two successively presented pin distances. This effect

was not only significant at threshold but was even present for easy

to discriminate pin distances (see Figure 2). By means of a

nonparametric regression analysis, we found a positive correlation

between the current decision and decisions further back in the

decision history for up to 17 decisions back (see Figure 3).

Second, we quantified to what extent stimulus property (i.e., the

applied pin distance) and hysteresis influenced participants’

decisions by means of explained variances. Across stimuli

presentations the applied pin distances explained significantly

more variance of participants’ decisions, but we found the

strongest influence of hysteresis when sensory evidence was

maximally weak. This was especially true for pin distances

presented at threshold. For those decisions, our results revealed

a trend showing that hysteresis explained more variance of

participants’ decision than the stimulus properties (i.e., pin

distance) (see Figure 4 and 5).

Explained variances of hysteresis and pin distances correlated

negatively, suggesting that if less variance was explained by pin

distances (e.g., at threshold), then more variance was explained by

hysteresis (see Figure 6). These results agree with the notion that

hysteresis acts as prior information to stabilize percepts in noisy

and unstable environments [14].
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